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Liang Qiuyun's timeline

0 Tang Zhen was born on March 21st.
1 Tang Yue, Tang Zhen's younger sister, was born.
3 0 Zhou Zike was born on July 23rd.
6 Made his debut on the advertisement page of Xiangcheng Art Theater.
7 4 Kindergarten, and began a long-lasting friendship with Ai Wentao.
8 Made his first appearance in a collaborative performance, the opening masterpiece "The

Death of Gong Gong" at Xiangcheng Art Theater.
11 His father committed suicide by jumping off Xiangcheng Bridge.
12 His mother, unable to bear the rumors, moved away. 14 Signed a contract with ASE and became a trainee in the first generation.
15 Signed with ASE and became a trainee. 17 Became roommates with Tang Zhen.
16 Gained recognition through a series of TV dramas.
17 Debuted with team captain Liang Qiuyun as a duo named "Mattias." 19 Debuted as a duo named "Mattias" with Tang Zhen and served as the captain.

The first episode of "Roman Online" aired. Started recording the first episode of "Roman Online."
Starred in the movie "Flower God Temple." Starred in the movie "Flower God Temple."
Released a summer limited edition single "Just Like a Dream" under his own name, which
topped the year-end charts.

As the male lead, appeared in several films produced by Xincheng Film, but the results were
disappointing.

18 Starred alongside Qiao He in director Lin Hanchen's stage play "The Butterfly Lovers." 15 His mother, ZhouMu Huilan, was in the late stage of cancer and had chosen euthanasia.

20 Won the World Performing Arts Award in France for the film "Harvest." 22 The action movie "The Cold Flame," directed by Hong Kong director Ding Wangzhong,
began filming, with Liang Qiuyun as the male lead.

21 Had the first encounter with Zhou Zike. 17 First encounter with Tang Zhen.
Signed a contract with ASE as a trainee.

Engaged in a secret romantic relationship with Zhou Zike and briefly lived together. Engaged in a secret romantic relationship with Tang Zhen and briefly lived together. 23 There were financial issues with the film, and he was subjected to various humiliations by
Fang Xihe.

Performed with Wang Xiaoxing and the Xichu Band at a music festival in Barcelona.
Went to France to participate in the filming of the Sino-French co-production film
"Roland."
Signed a representation contract with Xincheng Film.
"The Butterfly Lovers" premiered on the French stage. After finishing the college entrance examination, went to Paris to have a private meeting with

Tang Zhen.
Had a brief romantic involvement in Paris. Had a brief romantic involvement in Paris.
Returned China to participate in the ASE Island Music Festival. Disguised as an ASE staff member and secretly participated in the island music festival with

Tang Zhen.
Contacted individuals associated with Wanbang for the first time.

After the incident at the Xincheng International Film Festival, mediated and worked
towards a resolution for Fang Xihe.

Implemented Plan One against Fang Xihe.

Met Zhou Zike at home (breakup). 18 On 18th birthday night, met at Tang Zhen's house (and broke up).
On the premiere night of "The Cold Flame," was held captive by Liang Qiuyun. "The Cold Flame" premiered to great success, and he kept Tang Zhen confined at home.
Ugly scandals surfaced on a large scale (several individuals involved were attacked,
perpetrator's identity unknown).

Unable to find Tang Zhen, went to France. Implemented Plan Two against Fang Xihe, involving multiple consecutive crimes.

Transferred Tang Zhen to the ASE trainee dormitory building for confinement.
Escaped from the ASE trainee dormitory building.

Career soared, and he went to Hollywood in US to pursue further development.

Fell ill. Lost most of the work. Lost the ability to work. Since then, lived a reclusive life.

24 Met Zhou Zike again. 21 Met Tang Zhen again.
Due to Liang Qiuyun's prolonged absence, started recording "Roman Online" with KAIser. Debuted as a member of the idol group "KAIser" and became the captain. Starred in the Hollywood action film "City of Pursuit."
Gradually recovered. Started hosting "Roman Online" as a substitute, co-hosting with Tang Zhen.

25 In a relationship with Zhou Zike. 22 In a romantic relationship with Tang Zhen. Received the Best Actor award at the Hong Kong Film Awards.
Due to Liang Qiuyun's return, KAIser no longer hosts "Roman Online." 27 Made a high-profile return to "Roman Online" and co-hosted the show with Tang Zhen and

Luo Tiantian.
A second breakup with Zhou Zike. A second breakup with Tang Zhen.

Started co-hosting "Roman Online" with the return of Liang Qiuyun and the addition of
Luo Tiantian.

Followed KAIser to Japan for further development.

Experienced a relapse of the illness, which worsened. Performances became a subject of
public ridicule, and reputation became notorious.

Went to UK and met Chen Xiaoxian, engaging in a secret romantic relationship.

26 In the middle of the year, attempted suicide by overdosing on pills and drinking alcohol,
was taken to the hospital.

23 Learned about Tang Zhen's suicide at the Asian Music Awards, and returned to China from
Singapore.

28 Currently filming the third installment of "The Cold Flame."

Participated in a press conference organized by the company after the suicide attempt.
Recorded the first episode of "Roman Online" after the suicide attempt. Was rejected by Tang Zhen once again.
Participated in activities at the ASE Island Music Festival, planned a second suicide
attempt on a cruise ship but failed.

Participated in activities at the ASE Island Music Festival and prevented Tang Zhen from
taking drastic actions during a cruise ship incident.

Attempted suicide by drowning in the sea on the island, but failed. Stopped Tang Zhen's second suicide attempt and urgently brought Tang Zhen back to China. Fiancée Chen Xiaoxian got pregnant.

Admitted to a psychiatric rehabilitation center for closed treatment, experiencing mental
disintegration and breakdown.

Held a press conference to announce his departure from Mattias and termination of the
contract with ASE.
The "ASE Contract Termination Controversy" erupted, with a total of 101 artists terminating
their contracts along with Liang Qiuyun.

In the "ASE Contract Termination Controversy," acquired ASE under the name Zhu Sai. Established a new company called Yunsheng Media and became the owner.

Discharged. Assumed the role of the new captain, Mattias, and embarked on nationwide activities with
Tang Zhen.

Headed to the US.

Note: This timeline is up until the end of Act 4


